Quick Start - Logo Projector
The Logo Projector is a stand-alone projection luminaire. The Logo Projector is described
in detail in the Ego user manual, but here are some simple tips to get you started quickly.

I n s ta l l a t i on
1.

The device comes with a European plug installed on the power cable. Replace this if
it does not fit your local standard. The yellow and green wires should be connected
to ground (earth), the brown wire to live, and the blue wire to neutral.

2.

Plug the mains lead into the power input on the Logo Projector control panel.

3.

The Logo Projector should be mounted at least 0.3 meters (12 in.) from the surface
to be illuminated and at least 0.1 meters (4 in.) from any combustible materials. The
clearance around the air vents should be at least 0.1 meters (4 in.).

Wa ll or c e il ing i ns ta ll a t ion
1.

Hang the Logo Projector from the ceiling, or affix it to a
wall, using high grade M12 hardware (a 12 mm, or 1/2
inch, bolt or screw and a bolt or rawl plug). The
minimum hardware strength should be 8.8. Consult your
hardware supplier for advice if you are unsure about
what to use.

2.

We recommend that you install a safety cable to prevent the
Logo Projector from falling should the mounting hardware
fail.

3.

Loosen the swivel locks, tilt the fixture to the desired angle,
and retighten.

4.

Install a safety cable that can hold at least several times the
weight of the fixture through the handle of the of the fixture
and secure it.

Safety cable
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Ope r at i on on a fla t su rf a c e
1.

Set the Logo Projector on the floor, or any other
horizontal surface, so that the mounting bracket is
under the fixture.

2.

Adjust the mounting bracket and tighten both swivel
locks. Ensure that the clearance around the air vent is not
impaired.

Do not operate the fixture while it lies flat without the mounting
bracket extended as this reduces the air flow to the fan; the
fixture may overheat and then the thermostatic switch will
temporarily cut the power.

Operation
1.

Apply power. The lamp turns on as soon as power is
applied. The effect wheel and mirror dish begin to
rotate.

2.

The first time you use the Logo Projector after installing
it, adjust the focus using the thumb screw next to the
lens.
Set the Idle Speed dial on the control panel so that it is
inside the blue Auto Trig zone. The TRIG LED will lightup blue.
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Note that if you set the dial outside of the Auto Trig zone
the Logo Projector will change images in time with any
music that is being played, or, if no music is present, at a
fixed interval that relates to how far clockwise the Idle
Speed dial is wound.
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3.

Focus

The Dynamic dial on the control panel is used to set the speed of image changes and
of the overall effect. When the dial is wound fully anti-clockwise the fixture will react
relatively slowly, and the level of speed/aggressiveness will increase the further
clockwise that the dial is wound.

Refer to the Ego user manual (P/N 35000109) for additional
information about using and maintaining your Logo Projector.

